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FORMAT

PrEmise

GENRE
 30min., 3D animation 
Comedy/Educational

Ages 3+

The Mix Master Muttz are a group five dogs sent from the planet 
Nubulatis to Earth on a mission to find the next generation of kids 

to save the world through Hip Hop. 



ABOUT

Sent down to earth by the Master Blaster Mzee, these Muttz must 
search and find “The Five True Elements”, sets of kids spread 
throughout the world, each processing an “element” of Hip Hop (B-
Boying, Emceeing, Deejaying, Graffiti, Beatboxing) who will restore the 
art form back to its truest essence, but in present day these kids 
aren’t anything close to being cool. 

During each episode, Mix Master Muttz (MMM) will deal with an issue/problem commonly faced by 
young children around the world, ranging from anxiety, first loves, and hygiene to more serious 
themes (though toned down for younger children) including vandalism, smoking, bullying, drug use, 
gang violence and abuse. 

The show features an educational lesson in each episode, emphasized by the Main Host (Chance 
The Rapper) or guest Celebrity Hip Hop Artists during live-action segments.  

In addition, at the end of each, the MMM typically gather at an abandon warehouse that hides their 
spaceship, which houses their music studio, where they create songs to help children through 
situations.



Meet the Mu!z

The Mix Master Muttz are a funny and creative group that 
when are assembled do amazing things with music and 
helping kids. Below are a few fun facts about each one. 

CHIP DOO WOP BABY BASH TINK BONGO

B-BOYING
SUPER ELEMENT

Chip is the funny Mutt  
of the group. 

He uses humor to help 
others who lack 

confidence and swag.

BREAKDANCING
SUPER ELEMENT

Doo Wop is the muscle 
of the group a 

tremendous dancer. 
SHE has the moves to 

set the groove.

EMCEEING
SUPER ELEMENT

Baby Bash is the leader 
of the group and a 

super wordsmith. He is 
a phenomenal reader 

and speller. 

GRAFFITI
SUPER ELEMENT

Tink is an incredible 
artist and has a power 

to make places 
beautiful SHE is the 
heart of the group.

BEATBOXING
SUPER ELEMENT

Bongo is the brains of the 
crew. He not only makes 
beats with his hands but 

also can recreate any beat 
with his mouth. 



Meet the VOICES
The Mix Master Muttz have some amazing voices. Here are 
a few names we want bring them to life. 

CHIP

DOO WOP

BABY BASH

TINK

BONGO

ISSAC RYAN 
BROWN

SKAI JACKSON

PHONTE of  
Little Brother

STORM REID

ISAIAH RUSSELL 
BAILEY



Meet the HOST
This show is a great opportunity to showcase Hip Hop royalty who 
not only shaped, framed and created a true American Art form, 
but also help galvanize the culture and preserve its true essence. 
The powerful essence of Hip Hop can help young kids and meet 
them where they are educationally or socially. 

The show can have a main hosts or a guest show each episode. Either way celebrity Hip Hop 
artists can either voice a character or sit in as the episodes end tag to rap up the story/lesson. 
Below are a few options. 

LL Cool J SawettieChance The Rapper Tyler The Creator



ABOUT THE MUSIC

This show will have incredible music, which is one of the main 
drivers of the lessons and special performances at the end of each 
epsiodes. 

Some of hip hops top producers and wordsmiths will help craft the sound and texture for 
songs and score. Blending old school hip hop and breakbeats with modern technology and 
subset hip hop such as Drill, Mumble and Boom Bap. 

DJ Mustard DJ Red AlertDJ Premier 1500 or Nothin’



EpISODE FORMAT
Each Episode will consist of two stories. The Real Life Host will set 
up the story and situation before the episode begins and also 
come back and the end to tag the episode of lesson within it. 

Part 1: BAD BILLY Mix Master Muttz help their first earth friend Julien deal with Bad Billy the 
Bully at school. Billy is always careful to be on his best behavior whenever he is around adults. 
It takes a while, but the MMM is able to reveal Billy’s true character. After Julien and HHM 
confronts him, Billy promises not to bully the them again. By the end MMM creates a “KNOW 
WHO YOU ARE” hip hop rap, which gives Julien the confidence to stand up against bullies.

Episode One:

Part 2: EASY AS 1-2-3 Molly is having a very hard time learning her numbers, mostly because 
she is embarrassed to wear her thick glasses inside the class for fear of being picked on. She 
misses a lot of the lessons. Her mom informs her if she can’t count to ten by the end of the 
weekend, she will have to skip the Super Duper Funtime Carnival to finish studying. The MMM 
returns to their spaceship and makes a song that will help Molly learn her numbers and to be 
confident when ever she has to wear her glasses.



CONTACT

WANNA LEARN MORE ABOUT  
THIS PROJECT? CONTACT: MYKEL MITCHELL 

                   mykel@twentyone14.com


